the efficiency of the global transport system, i.e. behaviors of cars and buses, can be 26 assessed. Intuitively, the p--MFD shape strongly depends on the mode ratio. Thus, user 27 equilibrium and system optimum are studied and compared. Finally, this relationship is 28 used to design bus system characteristics and to identify the optimal domains of 29 applications for different transit strategies. 30 analytically estimate the MFD for an arterial based on its characteristics (number of 66 lanes, traffic signal parameters, etc.) and the characteristics of the public transport 67 system . 68 69
However, one of the remaining lacks of the MFD is that it only expresses the 70 performance of the system as far as vehicles are concerned. Consequently, the average 71 number of passengers present in each transport mode is not taken into account. Eichler 72 and Daganzo (2006) presented the first instance trying to overcome this drawback. 73
They seek to calculate average the pace for each mode. However, the number of 74 passengers is roughly accounted for and the analysis stays very qualitative according to 75 the authors themselves. Thus we propose in the paper to extend the concept of MFD in 76 order to take into account the number of passengers using the transportation network 77
and not only the number of vehicles. This new relationship is called the passenger 78
Macroscopic Fundamental Diagram (p--MFD). Zheng and Geroliminis (2013), and 79

Chiabaut et al. (2014) have simultaneously introduced the first principles of this 80 relationship. 81 82
The mode choice of travelers should be considered as well. It is intuitive that the effect 83 of the ratio of people using public transport rather than individual cars will impact the 84 performance of the transportation network. The p--MFD makes it possible to address this 85 issue and to understand how traffic conditions are modified by the mode choice of 86 passengers. Different equilibriums can be investigated, notably user and system 87 optimums. The ultimate goal of research towards this direction is to develop a strategy 88 that makes people switch from a mode to the other. 89 90
The paper is organized as follow: Section 2 introduces the notion of passenger 91 macroscopic fundamental diagram (p--MFD). Section 3 deeply investigates the impacts of 92 modal choice and makes it possible to analytically compare user and system optimums. 93
Section 4 focuses on the application of the p--MFD to network transportation services 94 optimization. Finally, Section 5 proposes a discussion. 95 96 wave speed is denoted w=u.qx/(u.kx--qx). We assume that all the links are composed of n 129 lanes (n=2). 130 131 132 We first consider that the public transport system is only composed of buses that share 135 the same roads as the car traffic. We also assume that trips of users can always be 136 realized either by individual car or public transport system. The transit system is 137 characterized by the bus time--headway h [h] and the maximal speed of the buses ut. We 138 also assume that the maximal occupancy of a bus is ρt [pax/bus] and that the buses are 139 mixed with car traffic and no lanes are dedicated to them. Moreover, we consider that 140 the average occupancies of both modes and the number of buses in operation do not 141 depend on the traffic conditions and the mode choice. It turns out that, for a given time--142 headway h the number of buses nbus in operation is nbus = L/(h.vt) (Hans et To introduce the p--MFD, the flow is now expressed in terms of passengers per time 154
[pax/h]. Let P denote this flow. P is equal to the sum of passengers using cars Fc and 155 passengers using transit system Ft. It is worth noticing that Fc directly derives from the 156 car MFD q(k) while Ft must be obtained from the characteristics of the transit system. 157
Moreover, as in the classical definition of the MFD, it is thus really appealing to link the 158 flow to the average density of passengers in the city K. However, this is not trivial 159 because K has to be expressed in terms of passengers per space [pax/km]. Moreover, it 160 turns out that the mode choice of passengers between cars and buses has an impact on 161 the flow and density. This ratio is denoted τ and is equal to Kc/K where Kc is the density 162 of passengers using cars. 163 Concerning the transit system, the density of bus passengers is given by Kt=(1--τ).K and 181 cannot exceed ρt.nbus/L the maximal density of the transit system. Consequently, the 182 associated flow is thus equal to ! = min 1 − , ! !"# / ℎ . Because we assume 183 that the bus fleet size nbus is constant, i.e. it does depend on traffic conditions, h directly 184 depends on the average speed of the transit system: h= L/(nbus.vt). Consequently, when 185 the car traffic does not constrain the buses, bus speeds are always equal to the free flow 186 speed ut and the headway h is not degraded. However, in the case of mixed traffic, 187 congestion may impact the bus system when the speed of the car vc is lower than the 188 maximal speed of the bus ut. It comes that ℎ = !"# . We first focus on the system optimum. It corresponds to the second principle of 226
Wardrop. In such an equilibrium situation, the average journey time is minimum, i.e. the 227 average speed of passengers is maximal. It is worth noticing that the speed is equal to 228 the ratio of the demand with the density. Consequently, for a given density K, the 229 associated flow P must satisfy the following equation to maximize the average speed: 230
Based on this equation, we are now able to determine the function P for all the possible 232 traffic conditions, i.e. all the possible values of K. 233 234
Free-flow conditions
236
The free--flow conditions correspond to the situations where the total passenger demand 237 is satisfied by the system. The p--MFD is directly obtained by solving equation (3). Figure  238 3a presents the resulting p--MFD in case of a trapezoidal car MFD. It turns out that the 239 passenger mode allocation τ is not constant. This is confirmed by Figure  3b that shows 240 the evolution of τ with respect to the passenger density level. Car is the unique mode 241 until the density reaches the critical density k1 (see Figure 1b) , i.e. the demand will 242 exceed the maximal car capacity ρc.qx. Then passengers have to switch from cars to the 243 transit system. Note that this corresponds to the optimal situation where passengers are 244 ready to change mode rather than to degrade the traffic conditions. We do not focus in 245 the paper on the possible policies to make users change mode. However, incentive or 246 congestion pricing, traffic information, prescriptive management could be efficient and 247 innovative solutions. 248 249 250 This method can be applied for any shape of MFD. However, calculations are more 255 complicated. We now assume that the car MFD can take any concave shape. We consider 256 here, for the example, a function composed of a parabolic and linear part (see Figure 3c) : 257
Where, a=--u 2 /(2.qx), b=u and kl=--(w+b)/(2a). Such a formulation ensures to maintain the 260 same free--flow speed than the triangular car MFD. 261
To determine the associated p--MFD in case of SO, equation (3) has to be re--written as: 262
It is also worth noticing that Kc and Kt (respectively) can be expressed as a function of Fc 264
and Ft (respectively). Let us consider ! * and ! * to be the optimal solution of (5) for a 265 given total density K * . A small increment ! and ! of the flows Fc and Ft will change 266 the density value. This change can be approximated by a first order Taylor expansion: 267 
Thus, the total variation of density is: 270
This equation can be simplified because if we consider that buses are not affected by 272 traffic congestion, thus: !
. This is true because we only consider free--flow situations in this section of the 274 paper. It comes: 275
Δ is given by the combination of
that minimizes the RHS of equation (8). 277
This quantity admits a lower bound that is equal to
otherwise. Thus, it appears that when the total flow varies from Δ the optimal solution 279 of (8) is only modified for the car flow if
and for the transit flow otherwise. 280
Consequently, passengers have to shift of mode when
Based on these results, the p--MFDs for SO in free--flow conditions are highlighted in 283 Figure  3c . The evolution of τ with respect to the demand level is slightly different from 284 the trapezoidal MFD case, see Figure 3d . To obtain the SO solution, car is the unique 285 mode until a certain car density value that corresponds to kt such as ( ! ) = ! ; 286 then passengers switch to the transit system until all the buses are full; finally, the 287 remaining car capacity is used until the system's capacity is reached. 288 289
Congested conditions
291
We now aim to determine the p--MFD when traffic is congested. For cars, the MFD 292 directly accounts for this capacity reduction. For buses, they are not impacted for small appealing to use the p--MFD to determine the optimal bus time--headway for a given 312 situation. It will be studied in Section 4. 313 314
User optimum
316
We now aim to assess the effect of the mode assignment equilibrium on the associated 317 p--MFD. Indeed, we have only focused on the system optimum since the start of this 318
paper. This assumption is now relaxed to study other modal choice assignment models. 319
Especially, we focus on the Wardrop Each user non--cooperatively seeks to minimize his cost of transportation. Consequently, 325 the speeds in all modes actually used equal between them and are higher than those that 326 would be experienced by a single traveller on any unused mode. This principle is 327 referred to as user equilibrium (UE) in the remainder of the paper. Consequently, when 328 the transportation network satisfies the UE, passengers either use only the car or they 329 use both modes. 330 331 Figure 5a shows the associated p--MFD in the case of car trapezoidal MFD. It turns out 332 that is still an all--or--nothing situation. Car is the preferred mode until the arterial 333 becomes congested and the speed of the cars becomes the same as the speed of the 334 buses. Then, the passenger demand is split in both modes according to a ratio τ. It is also 335 worth noticing that the difference in terms of flow between the UE and SO is very high 336 (see SO p--MFD in blue). Moreover, these differences occur in free--flow and lead to a 337 capacity reduction in case of UE. It means that the performance of the transportation 338 network can be deeply optimized by managing the demand rather the self--organization 339 situation. Traffic management strategies must focus on free--flow situations that are 340 really close to the system capacity. 341 342 Figure 5b highlights the p--MFD for a parabolic--linear car MFD. For this specific shape of 343 car MFD, differences between black and blue lines are smaller but the network 344 performance can still be increased by changing the equilibrium from user to system 345 optimum. 346 347 
349
Density K [pax/km] Flow P [pax/h] (a) UE SO q(k) Density K [pax/km] Flow P [pax/h] (b) UE SO q(k)
The Logit model
352
In the vein of Leclercq and Geroliminis (2013) , the Logit model can also be easily 353 adapted to a multimodal traffic. The associated situation is referred to as stochastic user 354 equilibrium (SUE) in the remainder of the paper. We now assume that the ratio of flows 355 between cars and buses only depends on the difference in travel times, i.e. speed, 356 between both modes: 357
Where θ is the parameter of the Logit model and L the average trip length. 360 361
We have now all the equations to formulate a parametric expression of the flow P for the 362 arterial with respect to vc. This defines a simple method to calculate the p--MFD for the 363 Logit model. 
Here the cost of a mode is characterized by the average speed, i.e. ci= Fi(Ki)/Ki. Thus, the 388 derivative c ' i can be formulated as: 389
Finally, the marginal costs of each mode are equal to: 391
With this pricing, SO is reached by letting the system self--organized, i.e. Wardrop's user 393 equilibrium. The conditions of SO highlighted in the previous section can be identified. It 394 turns out that the demand is entirely assigned to the individual vehicle mode until 395
. It is also worth noticing that dynamic pricing is required to reach system 396 optimum because
changes with Kc. Especially, the pricing is lower when traffic 397 becomes saturated due to the concave shape of ! ( ! ). 398 399
APPLICATION TO TRANSPORTATION NETWORK SERVICES OPTIMIZATION
401
The section aims to use the p--MFD as a powerful tool to compare and design optimal 402 control strategies. Firstly, we assume that τ can depend on the passenger demand, i. To cope with this issue, the p--MFD is an adapted tool to calculate the optimal bus time--418 headway to reach the system optimum. To this end, the car MFD now accounts for the 419 effects of buses. q(k) is parameterized by the bus system characteristics. Figure 7a  420 highlights the influence of the bus time--headways on car MFD. As previously mentioned, 421 an increase of hbus reduces the capacity for cars. To mimic this influence, the maximal 422 capacity of cars qx now depends on the headway: 423
where hm is the minimal acceptable headway (here hm=1min). Notice that we can obtain 425 more realistic MFD estimates by extending the work of Boyaci and Geroliminis (2011) Up of the calculated p--MFDs corresponds to the set of the optimal situations: to maintain in practice. It is also worth noticing that the assumptions made to account 445 for the effects of bus in car MFD formulation strongly impacts the results. However, the 446 methodology proposed here can also be applied for a more realistic car MFD coming 447 from simulation as in (Chiabaut, 2014) . 448 449 450 The creation of DBL within the network engenders a capacity reduction for the cars. To 460 make this phenomenon explicit, consider here that α is the ratio of lanes fully dedicated 461 to a rapid public transport mode such as buses or trams. As Gonzales and Daganzo 462 !"# ( ) = ( ) (14) 465 466
As previously mentioned, the works of (Xie et al., 2013) can be easily adapted to 467 estimate a more accurate MFD. Because these considerations are out of the scope of the 468 paper, the maximal capacity for cars is now equal to α.qx and the critical speed uc 469 remains constant for both cases of trapezoidal and curved car MFD. 470 471
We can theoretically segregate the public transport system into two parts: (i) a rapid 472 transit system that can use the DBL network and (ii) the remainder of the fleet. Notice 473 that the fleet size is equal for both studied cases. To mimic the effects of DBL on the 474 transit system, we consider that the average speed of vehicles (buses or trams) using the 475 DBL is increased. From a macroscopic lens, they have an average speed ! ! > ! . The 476 fleet of the buses that cannot use the DBLs keeps an average speed equal to ut. 477 478
We apply equation (3) to determine the associated p--MFD in the case of UE. Finally, we can identify the optimal domains of application in case of UE. As previously 497 mentioned, optimal domains are determined by identifying solutions that maximize the 498 flow for a given density, i.e. maximize the average speed. The red curves depict the 499 upper bound of p--MFD calculated for α--values comprised between 0.5 and 1. In the 500 simplest case of trapezoidal car--MFD, Figure 8b highlights that the creation of DBLs can 501 increase the capacity in free--flow conditions. It is also worth noticing that p--MFD for 502 DBL case never reached a null--flow in congested situations. Indeed, DBL ensures that the 503 bus system can still operate even in very congested states. Similar observations can be 504 formulated in the case of curved--MFD, see Figure 8c . It turns out that DBL can be an 505 optimal strategy in case of UE. This is very promising because global transportation 506 network performance can be increased by promoting public transport even in the case 507 of UE. 508 509 510 (k) transportation network. To this end, the paper extends the MFD definition to account for 514 the average number of passengers in each mode. The objective is to obtain a unique 515 function to determine the domains of relevance of different transit strategies, where the 516 system cost is minimized. 517 518
First analytical considerations introduce the concept of p--MFD and study its sensitivity 519 to the bus system characteristics in case of a static mode choice. Then, the assumption is 520 relaxed to unveil the impacts of the mode choice on the transportation network 521 performance. Consequently, the user equilibrium case can be compared to the system 522 optimum situation. 523 524
This theoretical canvas can then be used to cross compare different transit strategies 525 and to design the optimal bus system characteristics. Especially, the paper focuses on 526 determining the more efficient bus time headway in case of mixed traffic. Then, the 527 study is devoted to the introduction of DBL. The p--MFD permits to determine the 528 optimal domains of application of DBL. 529 530
We acknowledge that the approach proposed in the paper is highly conceptual and 531 applied to a very idealized network. However, such an approach makes it possible to 532 provide a general modeling framework that can then be adapted to a large range of 533 situations. Nonetheless, this idealized analysis provides insights into how to assess the 534 global performance of a multimodal transportation network and how to compare 535 different traffic management strategies. 536 537
Finally, the results of this paper can be generalized for any design of the network. One of 538 the next extensions is to deal with a spatial distribution of traffic conditions on the 539 network. Indeed, the assumption of uniform distribution of flows can be relaxed 540 allowing for heterogeneous OD demands and mode choice ratio. Moreover, the work can 541 be extended to account for the feedback on the multimodal demand. Indeed, a fixed 542 demand has been considered in the paper but traffic conditions may induce less or moredemand that have to be accounted for when calculating the p--MFD. More realistic car 544 MFD formulation can also be considered by resorting to simulation as in (Chiabaut et al., 545 2014) or more sophisticated estimation method (Hans et al., 2014a) . Finally, a last step 546 will be to estimate the p--MFD from field data. This task clearly requires very detailed 547 data (passenger counts, vehicle occupancies, OD matrix, etc.). Urban mobility simulation 548 software may provide synthetic but insightful measurements to estimate more realistic 549 p--MFD. 550
